I Read the following passage and also the questions given below 3X1=3

In those days I was greatly admired for beauty and believed in making myself look handsome.

1. Who is the speaker here?
2. What is the antonym of beauty?
3. Why did he want to do look handsome?

II Read the following passage and also the questions given below 2X1=2

“I have kidnapped your mom. If you want to see her again, send the bike”.

1. Who wrote this letter?
2. Why did he kidnap his mom?

III combined the following pair of sentences using the past perfect and the simple past 5X1=5
(Use after, before or when as linkers)

1. I brushed my teeth. I took my breakfast Ans: - -----------------------------------------------
2. She started go to market. It rained heavily Ans: - -----------------------------------------------------
3. He completed his homework. He went to bed Ans: - -----------------------------------------------------
4. I finished my dinner. Then my father came Ans: - -----------------------------------------------------
5. I felt seriously ill. Met my family Doctor Ans: - -----------------------------------------------------

IV write the meaning full sentences using the following phrasal verbs 4X1/2=2

A. Look in to  B. setup  C. lay down  D. took off

V find wrongly spelt word and write correct spelling 1X1=1

Bacheiler, active, important, window, Ans:-------------------

VI Write the antonyms of the under lined words. 4X1/2=2

I took a close look at my face in the mirror. I made an important decision. I would save daily and grow the thin mistake to look more handsome.

VII Writing 5X1=5

“In The lesson the snake on the mirror “the narrator runs for his life and reaches his friends house on seeing his condition his friends enquires the matter. So write a conversation between the narrator and his friends.